
WARGAMERS OF DUNE 

This scenario is based on the future depicted by Frank Herbert's book Dune and 

to a limited extent those books in the series which follow it. In Dune there is 

considerable military activity but it isn't covered in great detail. These details I 

have managed to cull from reading Dune carefully. 

Weapons: 

 Lasgun: Continuous wave laser projector. Its use as a weapon is limited in 

any culture which uses a field generator shield. This is because of the 

explosive pyrotechnics, technically subatomic fusion, created where a 

beam intersects a shield. 

 Maula Pistol: Spring loaded gun for firing poisoned darts at a range of 

about forty metres. 

 Stunner: Slow pellet projectile pistol firing poisoned or drugged darts. 

 Shields: Protective field which will only allow entry to objects moving at 

less than 9cm per second. 

 Projectile Launchers, Rockets, all the Ancient Weaponry... 

 Rocket launchers were used to bring down Ornithopters and ship 

mounted projectile weapons were available.  

 Rocket launchers and projectile weapons were used to take the 

noses off parked up space ships. Imperial ground cars were used, 

some with projectile weapons. 

Because of the interaction between lasgun and shield, no group can use energy 

shields or laser weapons in the same move. Not only that, but no one will 

knowingly fire a lasgun at a shield, if only because they realise the effort that 

goes into creating a scenario and would hate to waste it. 

Give Maula Pistol and Stunners a 1” range under the rules. Troops wearing 

energy shields count as having flak armour against them, because by the time 

the round reaches, it might be slow enough to penetrate. 

Forces: 

Troops have listed their possible weapons, they need not carry any or all of 

them. Hence Harkonnen conscripts would be most unlikely to actually have 

lasguns. Indeed lasguns should be rare, being safely used only against Fremen. 

Atreides troops with lasgun would normally be carrying those captured from the 

Harkonnens. 

Harkonnen and Imperial Forces: 

Sardaukar: sword, energy shield, long range lasgun, short range projectile 

weapon 

Reaction: 4,4,4,4,3,3,3,2 (27 points) 

Harkonnen Guards: sword, energy shield, long range lasgun, short range 

projectile weapon 

Reaction: 3,3,2,2,1,2,2,1 (16 points) 



Harkonnen Conscripts: sword, energy shield, long range lasgun, short range 

projectile weapon 

Reaction: 2,2,1,,2,1,2,1,1 (12 points) 

Support 

Imperial ground car APC's, light armour plus energy shield. Armed with crew 

served projectile weapon. Carries one base of Sardaukar. 

Reaction: 4,4,4,4,3,3,3,2 (27 points) 

Ornithopters, fliers with improvised armour. Armed with crew served las 

weapon and energy shield. Used by the Imperials, Harkonnens and the Atreides. 

Imperial Reaction: 4,4,4,4,3,3,3,2 (27 points) 

Harkonnen Reaction: 3,3,2,2,1.,2,2,1 (16 points) 

Atreides Reaction: 4,3,3,3,2,2,2,2 (21 points) 

Harkonnen Artillery: unguided tube artillery, vehicle mounted. 

Reaction: 3,3,2,2,1,2,2,1 (16 points) 

Harkonnen Support Vehicle: light armour plus energy shield. Armed with 

crew served energy weapon. Carries one base of Sardaukar. 

Reaction: 3,3,2,2,1,,2,2,1 (16 points) 

 

Fremen Forces: 

Fremen: knife, maula pistol. 

Reaction: f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,2,2,2 (21 points) 

Fedaykin: knife, maula pistol. 

Reaction: f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,2 (23 points) 

Villagers (people of the Graben and Sink): knife, anything else they can get 

their hands on. 

Reaction: f3,2,2,1,2,1,2,1 (14points) 

Support  

Man-portable guided missiles 

Reaction: f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,2,2,2 (27 points) 

Man-portable unguided missiles 

Reaction: f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,2,2,2 (21. points) 

Crew served projectile weapons 

Reaction: f3,f3,f3,f3,f3,2,2,2 (21. points) 



 

The Fremen have a reaction table of their own, rather than using normal table 3, 

they use Fremen table 3.  

They use the ordinary human tables 2 and 1 

Fremen TABLE THREE f3 

 Surprised. Outflanked. Melee. Casualties. S/O+ Cas. M+Cas 

6 m m q o q q 

5 m m q o q q 

4 m m q o q q 

3 m m q o n n 

2 e e q e n n 

1 e e q e n n 

 

Atreides Forces 

Atreides Guards: sword, energy shield, long range lasgun; short range 

projectile weapon. 

Reaction: 4,3,3,3,2,2,2,2 (27 points) 

Atreides Regulars: sword, energy shield, short range projectile weapon 

Reaction: 3,3,2,2,1,2,2,1 (16 points) 

 

The Relief of Tsimpo: 

The scenario is set in the period immediately prior to the taking of Arrakeen. 

Many outlying towns were taken first. Tsimpo is one of them. The old walled 

town of Tsimpo, held by a Harkonnen garrison, has twelve sectors. The local 

inhabitants are basically unfriendly, and the Fremen units are expected to 

assault soon. It is currently garrisoned by the following. 

Harkonnen Set Up: 

 One group of Harkonnen Guards, five bases strong: sword, energy shield, 

long range lasgun, short range projectile weapon based at the Palace. 

 Two groups of Harkonnen Conscripts, six bases strong: sword, energy 

shield, short range projectile weapon. 

 There is one group with three Harkonnen support vehicles, light armour 

plus energy shield. 

 Armed with crew served projectile weapon. Each vehicle carries one base 

of Guards. 

 The Conscripts and vehicles can be stationed anywhere within the town. 



In support they have the following reinforcements. To get them, roll 1d10 per 

move and one contingent turns up when the cumulative d10 rolls add up to the 

units Reaction Point Total. No more than one group can arrive on any one move. 

 Two groups of Sardaukar in Harkonnen livery. Each group is six bases 

strong: sword, energy shield, long range lasgun, short range projectile 

weapon. 

 One group of four Imperial ground car APC's. Light armour plus energy 

shield. Armed with Crew served projectile weapon. Each carries one base 

of Sardaukar. 

 One group of three Ornithopters: fliers with improvised armour. Armed 

with crew served las weapon and shield. Imperial Crew. 

The Wargames Table 

Mentally a six feet by four feet wargames table into three equal thirds (each four 

feet by two feet). The town sits proud in the right third with the villagers and 

garrison. The Fremen set up in the left third. The two thirds which don’t contain 

the town have plenty of sand dunes and similar cover. The Imperial 

reinforcements enter in the middle of the left hand edge and have to cross the 

table to reach the town. Whilst their arrival is staggered, they can loiter close to 

the table edge if they want to avoid being defeated in detail. Of course that does 

risk the town falling as they sit and watch. 

Fremen Set Up: 

In the town an insurrection is planned. Each area other than the Palace will 

provide 1d6 bases of villagers. 

Villagers: knife and anything else they can get their hands on. These can act as 

one group per area. When you want them to rise, say a number between 1 and 

6 and roll a d6 for each 'beer mat' of the town. All the areas with that number 

rise and deploy their group. Next move toss a coin for the areas that haven't 

risen but are adjacent to an area that has. Those who get heads also rise. Keep 

this up until all areas that can rise have risen. 

The attacking force, deploying in the left third of the table, consists of the 

following: 

 One group of Fedaykin seven bases strong: knife, maula pistol. 

 Two groups of Fremen each six bases strong: knife, maula pistol. Each 

group has one base with four man-portable guided missile launcher. 

 One support group with four man-portable guided missiles 

 One support group with two crew served projectile weapons 

The two support groups can be deployed as a group or attached to something 

else. 

Fremen Plan: 

The plan you have been given is for the uprising to draw in reinforcements which 

may include Sardaukar. These are to be caught in the open with heavy weapons 

and missiles, and destroyed. The town will then be taken. 



For this reason your attacking force has already been deployed, and is in hiding. 

Playing the Game: 

I used my Arab town for this, which consists of Irregular Miniatures' Arab 

buildings. I built it by creating a Playing Card shape of beer mats, 4 x 3 and 

building a walled town on this. It means that ten mats have wall and gate 

sections, along with houses and a market, the remaining two in the centre have 

the Palace and the Temple. I find that this system has the advantage that it is 

fully transportable, and is to a degree flexible in that I can use more or less town 

as I want. Also with Hellfire rules each beermat is the area over which close 

combat occurs and this simplifies things. You clear the town one beer mat at a 

time.  

When we played this scenario timing was complicated for both sides. The 

Fremen realised that if they didn’t rush some of their fighters into the town the 

garrison might crush the revolt. The commander of the Sardaukar realised that 

he too had to take a risk. He couldn’t just advance cautiously or by the time he 

got there the town would be in enemy hands.  


